FOODCUBE WICKING
GARDEN BED

airflow

INTEGRATED
ROOT
URBAN FOOD PRODUCTION
AERATION
Transforming ZONE
cities into catchments
and food bowls
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1m2 Growing Area

Long Lasting and
Easy To Install

AERATION TRAY
Most of the soil is separated from the
water to maintain the health and
productivity of the root zone

Minimal evaporation
Self watering
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Dress panels
available
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Recycled UV
Stable Plastic

WATER LEVEL SETTER
- Controls water level per connected
tub row
- SOAK for seedlings and a wet surface
- MAX - MIN adjustable amount of
water wicking and soil aeration
- Handle fully down will drain the
water reservoir
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Water once a week
Weed resistant

SA

315mm Soil Depth

SA

1150mm x 1150mm
x 500mm
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Urban food production is a key part of our future sustainability, social connection and food security.
Biofilta has developed a vertical and modular Foodwall™ system to provide a highly water efficient
vertical wicking garden bed that is self-sufficient. By growing food vertically, gardeners of all ages
can easily walk up to the Foodwall™ and harvest while standing. Foodwall™ comes in double or
triple row heights and multiplies the productivity of any space.
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110 litres of
stored water

Grow organic and
healthy food at home

FRAME
- Sturdy tubular frame is built to last
and assembled without the need
for special tools
- Zinc plated and powder coated
for maximum lifespan

Designed and
Made in Melbourne

www.biofilta.com.au
MOZZIE PROOF
AERATION VENT AND
INSPECTION POINT

VARIABLE WATER
ADJUSTMENT FOR
DIFFERENT SEASONS

INTERCHANGEABLE
CONNECTION AND TIE
DOWN POINTS FOR NETTING

These features let you grow food while saving time to do the
things you love, saving space to make the most of what is

90MM CONNECTION
POINT FOR ADDITIONAL
FOODCUBES

